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Abstract—A multi-level cell for STT-MRAM is proposed
using biaxial magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ). The proposed
cell consists of one transistor and one MTJ (1T1MTJ) with
biaxial magnetic layer to store two bits per cell. Using the four
stable states of the biaxial layer, the proposed cell allows 2
bits to be stored per cell without voltage headroom limitations.
Current pulses with different amplitudes are applied during write
operation to switch the magnetization vector to the corresponding
region. This avoids multi-step write operations required for
previously proposed multi-level cells using uniaxial MTJs. On
average, the simulated write speed of the proposed cell is 33%
faster than that of previous work, and the proposed cell consumes
8% less power. Also, current sensing vs. voltage sensing is
compared for the biaxial MTJ; Current sensing provides uniform
distribution of the sense margin.

I. INTRODUCTION

Spin-transfer-torque magnetoresistive random access mem-
ory (STT-MRAM) has been studied extensively during the
last decade [1]. STT-MRAM is now a prime candidate for a
universal memory as it is nonvolatile and could accommodate
a high endurance (in the order of 1015) and a low access time
(in the order of nanoseconds) [2]. Much research has been
dedicated to improving this memory technology by reducing
the switching current, eliminating the read disturbance issue,
and other device/cell challenges. In particular, the high ratio
between the high and low resistance of the cell has inspired
interest in multi-level cell structures for STT-MRAM [4]-[5].
Multi-level structures have the additional benefit of increas-
ing the cell density, allowing higher memory capacity to be
achieved. While conventional STT-MRAM multi-level cells
utilize the conventional uniaxial MTJs, we propose a multi-
level cell using biaxial MTJs.

While magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) can be stacked
in series or used in parallel, series multi-level cell (MLC)
demonstrates a much higher read and write reliability [3].
Previous MLC structures of STT-MRAM use two serially
stacked MTJs with one access transistor (1T-2MTJ) [4]-[5].
This is shown in Fig. 1(a). Each MTJ is used to store one bit
and the access transistor is shared leading to improved cell
density. However, this approach is not extendible to more than
two bits per cell due to the limitation of voltage headroom.
Also, this design requires two-step write operations in half of
the write cases resulting in longer average write times and
more power consumption. We propose an MLC STT-MRAM
that does not run into voltage headroom issues by using biaxial
MTJ to store two bits in one magnetic layer. The proposed cell,
illustrated in Fig. 1(b), uses a biaxial MTJ to store two bits.
Also, with novel write scheme (to be discussed in this paper),
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Fig. 1. (a) Previous work on multi-level cell STT-MRAM [4]-[5], (b)
Proposed multi-level cell STT-MRAM.

the proposed cell has faster write operation with less power
consumption. MRAM cells with biaxial MTJs are discussed
in [10]. However, MRAM cells require a magnetic field to
perform write operation. MLC therefore requires a sequence of
magnetic fields for write. Also, compared to STT-MRAM, they
are less scalable and require more switching current. Therefore,
our proposed STT-MRAM deploying biaxial Magnetic layers,
makes MLC possible while avoiding problems of MRAM and
previous MLC structures.

This paper is organized as follows: The previous work on
STT-MRAM MLCs is discussed in section II. We propose
our cell and its read/write operation in Section III. Simulation
results are illustrated in Section IV, followed by comparison
in Section V and conclusions in Section VI.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

A uniaxial MTJ, the main element of the conventional
STT-MRAM cells, consists of two ferromagnetic layers with
a thin insulating layer in between as shown in Fig. 2 [2].
It includes one pinned magnetized layer and one free layer,
whose magnetization can be changed by spin-polarized current
in the process of writing to the memory. Depending on the
direction of the current, magnetization of the free layer will
be aligned either in parallel or anti-parallel to the pinned layer.
The read operation involves measuring the effective resistance
of the MTJ in two different states representing “0” and “1”.
Resistance between the pinned layer and the free layer is higher
when the layers have their magnetization in anti-parallel state
(RAP ) than when they are in parallel (RP ).

Authors in [4]-[5] stack two MTJs with different
size/switching current (i.e. twice the area and twice the switch-
ing current of the other one) as shown in Fig. 3(a). Each
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Fig. 2. Conventional STT-MRAM cell and MTJ characteristic.

MTJ stores one bit and depending on the direction of the
magnetization of the free layer, it is considered either “0” or
“1”. Combination of these two MTJs provides the four possible
states of “00”, “01”, “10”, and “11”.

Writing to the cell consists of a one-step operation for “00”
and “11” as the current passes in one direction or the other.
But this is a two-step operation for “01” and “10” as these bits
require passing the current in different directions; first, a higher
current is applied to switch both of the MTJs to the same state,
and then a lower current in the opposite direction switches
the direction of the smaller MTJ only. This is illustrated in
Fig. 3(b). As a result of this two-step process, longer write time
and higher power consumption is expected. Writing “01” and
“10” to the cell is expected to take twice the time for writing
“00” and “11”. Therefore, writing a sequence of random data
is expected to result in a write time that is 50% longer than
the basic write.

To read the bits from the cell, three reference levels
are required to distinguish between the four resistance levels
of the cell: RP1 + RP2, RP1 + RAP2, RAP1 + RP2, and
RAP1+RAP2. The read operation can follow parallel sensing,
serial sensing, or binary search [6]. In parallel sensing, all the
levels are compared in parallel and at the same time using
multiple sense amplifiers [4]. In serial sensing, one comparison
is performed one at a time and the levels are compared one
by one using only one sense amplifier. Although the binary
search follows the serial sensing basics by comparing one level
at a time, it is based on dichotomic algorithm and does the
comparisons by dividing the corresponding ranges to half at
each step, reducing the number of comparisons to two [5].

We propose a cell that eliminates the voltage headroom
issue (as it does not introduce an additional MTJ resistance to
the path). Furthermore, the proposed cell reduces the number
of write steps resulting in faster and more power-efficient write
operations.

III. PROPOSED CELL

The proposed STT-MRAM cell using biaxial magnetic
layer is shown in Fig. 4. A biaxial magnetic layer exhibits an
in-plane magnetization that could be stable along two distinct
axes, corresponding to four distinct directions in the plane [7].
Assuming four stable states in y-z plane in four quadrants,
identified as regions 1, 2, 3, and 4 on Fig. 4(b) and in the
remainder of this paper, it is possible to store 2 bits per cell.

The stable states correspond to the minimum anisotropy
energy levels of the magnetic layer. The anisotropy energy of
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Fig. 3. (a) Serially stacked multi-level-cell STT-MRAM, (b) Write opera-
tion [5].
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Fig. 4. (a) Proposed MLC STT-MRAM, (b) Fixed and free layer from top
view.

uniaxial and biaxial layers can be calculated [8] from:

Euniaxial = Kusin
2(θ) (1)

Ebiaxial = Kusin
2(θ) + 1/4K1sin

2(2θ) (2)

where θ is the angle between the magnetization vector and
the z-axis. These two energies are shown in Fig. 5. While
the minimum energy points of uniaxial layer occur at θ = 0
and θ = π, they occur at two points somewhere in between
θ = 0 and θ = π for the biaxial layer depending on the
values of Ku and K1. Considering the easy plane (which is y-z
plane), there are two other stable states at the negative-y region,
resulting in four possible stable states. This is shown in Fig.
6 by plotting the anisotropy energy of the biaxial layer versus
z-axis. The four minimum energy points lie on the intersection
of the energy mesh with y2 + z2 = 1 circle on the y-z plane,
as marked.

To identify the θ for which Ebiaxial is minimum, we equate
∂E
∂θ to zero. This results in

θ = 0.5 ∗ cos−1(
−Ku

K1
) (3)

For reasons to be discussed later, we pick Ku = 2.75,K1 =
3.75, and find the angles of stable states (minimum energy
points) as 68.4 ◦ and 111.6 ◦ with the positive direction of the
z-axis, and it will be the same angles in regions 2 and 3 with
negative y-values. Note that while the magnetization vector has
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Fig. 5. Energy of uniaxial (dashed) and biaxial (solid) magnetic layers.

Fig. 6. Energy of biaxial magnetic layer vs. z-axis intersected with y2+z2 =
1 circle on y-z plane

both positive y and z components in region 1, both of these
components are negative in region 3. Similarly, the y and z
components are negative and positive, respectively, for region
2 and are the reverse for region 4. The magnetization vector
of the fixed layer has 45 ◦ angle with the z-axis (α = 45 ◦).
This vector is in parallel with the z-axis in the conventional
cells. The reason behind the tilted magnetization vector of the
fixed layer will be discussed later in this section.

The four stable states in four regions are verified with our
developed MTJ model [9] (with modified magnetic anisotropy)
as shown in Fig. 7. In the absence of any applied current,
depending on the region in which the initial angle of the
magnetization vector lies, it will settle around one of the stable
states of (0, 0.92, 0.36), (0, 0.92, -0.36), (0, -0.92, -0.36), or (0,
-0.92, 0.36), where the magnetization vector is assumed to have
a unity amplitude. Adjusting the energy constants results in
different angles. We now discuss how these angles are chosen.

The conductance of the MTJ is calculated based on,

G(φ) = G0(1 + p2cos(φ)) (4)

in which G0 is the average conductance over φ, p is the po-
larization factor, and φ is the angle between the magnetization
vectors of the two layers [11] (i.e. φ = θ−α). Conventionally,
α = 0, which means φ = θ. In this case, the two stable states
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Fig. 7. Four stable states in the four regions.

correspond to θ = 0 ◦ and θ = 180 ◦. In the proposed cell, to
have a distinction between resistances of region 1 and 2 and
also region 3 and 4, the magnetization vector of the fixed layer
is tilted to provide four distinct angles between the fixed layer
and stable states of the free layer.

Ideally, we should choose a φ that results in a uniform
distribution of R’s, i.e. in a fixed ΔR between adjacent regions.
However, as shown in Fig. 8, this is not possible, as there is no
φ that results in an equal ΔR. By increasing the angle between
the fixed layer and the free layer, the resistances tend to deviate
from each other, but while Rregion4 (plotted in red) deviates
from Rregion1 (shown in blue), it gets closer to Rregion2

(illustrated in green). We can however, achieve a constant
ΔG if we consider conductances rather than resistances. We
compare the conductances vs. angle (φ) as shown in Fig.
9. According to Fig. 9, a φ around 24 ◦ results in similar
ΔG between the regions, ensuring equal sense margins if we
deploy current sensing while applying a constant voltage to
the MTJs. This translates to 69 ◦ angle with the z-axis (as
θ = α+φ, 45 ◦+24 ◦=69 ◦) and requires aforementioned energy
constants of Ku = −2.75,K1 = 3.75.

Based on these angles and MTJ parameters such as
p = 0.7, and G0 = 0.67, the corresponding resis-
tances/conductances are calculated as

Rregion1 = R00 = 1.03 Kohm, G00 = 0.97 mmho

Rregion2 = R10 = 1.82 Kohm, G10 = 0.55 mmho

Rregion3 = R11 = 2.76 Kohm, G11 = 0.36 mmho

Rregion4 = R01 = 1.27 Kohm, G01 = 0.79 mmho
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Fig. 8. R00, R01, R11, and R10 vs. the angle between the fixed and free
layer.

Fig. 9. G00, G01, G11, and G10 vs. the angle between the fixed and free
layer.

A. Read Operation

Read operation is based on comparing the resistance or
conductance of the MTJ with reference resistors or con-
ductances. The three reference resistances/conductances are
picked to be in between the resistance/conductance values
of two regions (between region 1 and 4, between region 4
and 2, between region 2 and 3). While in voltage sensing,
current is applied to the cell and the voltages are compared
as shown in Fig. 10, in current sensing the current through
the cell is compared with a reference cell using current sense
amplifiers (CSAs) [12] as illustrated in Fig. 11. In precharge
phase, bitlines are forced to the same potential and also sense
amplifier outputs are equalized. Then in sensing phase, the
outputs are pushed to latch to one side due to the difference
in the current of the cells. To have almost equal sense margins
for all the states of the cell (as discussed in the previous
section), current sensing is preferred over the voltage sensing.
To have a reference conductance with similar device as the
biaxial MTJ and with conductance value equal to the average
of the two neighbouring conductances (in terms of value of the
conductance), the following approach based on averaging the
current is used [13]: neighbouring conductances are connected
in parallel to provide the average of the currents of the
neighbouring regions. The conductance pairs of (G00, G01),
(G01, G10), and (G10, G11) are used for each of the three
reference cells.

To get the sense margin and to characterize the current
through the reference cells, the voltage Vin is swept across
them as well as across the data cell in different states.
Corresponding currents are shown in Fig. 12. While with
current sensing, the sense margins will be proportional to
0.18x, 0.24x, and 0.19x, with voltage sensing, sense margins

are in relation with 0.24x, 0.55x, and 0.94x (in which x is
related to the amplitude of the applied voltage or applied
current, respectively).

Fig. 10. Parallel read operation, voltage sensing [4].

Parallel search is used for read operation as in [4] since
performing parallel read operation saves time with not much
area overhead (about 14% of the memory macro-area). Three
sense amplifiers are used to compare the cell conductance
against three reference conductances. Their outputs will be
encoded to give the two stored bits.
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Fig. 11. Current sensing [12].

Fig. 12. Current of the cell in different states as well as the reference currents.
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B. Write Operation

Write operation of the proposed cell consists of a read
operation to determine the original stored bit, followed by
passing the current with different amplitude through the MTJ
according to the stored bit and the bit to be stored. In other
words, once the currently stored state is determined, current
pulse with the corresponding amplitude is applied to switch
the magnetization vector accordingly. While switching from
region 1 and 4 to other regions requires a positive current
(current from fixed layer to the free layer), switching form
region 2 and 3 occur when negative current (current from free
layer to the fixed layer) is applied. Reading the stored bit as
part of write operation was introduced and discussed in [14]-
[15]. This eliminates the unnecessary transitions and unwanted
write operations.

IV. WRITE OPERATION SIMULATION RESULTS

The magnetization trajectories as we force the magnetiza-
tion vector to move from region 1 to regions 2, 3, and 4, are
shown in Fig. 13, 14, and 15, respectively. Corresponding to
these three trajectories, we plot components of the magnetiza-
tion vector, mz , my , and mx as well as the voltage across the
MTJ as a function of time, in Fig. 16, 17, and 18, respectively.
The voltage across the MTJ changes as it switches to different
regions, confirming the change in the resistance of the MTJ.
With a pulsewidth of 20ns, the switching current amplitude for
switching between regions are reported in Table I.

While my switches from 0.92 to -0.92 in switching from
region 1 to 2, mz and my switch from 0.36 to -0.36 and
0.92 to -0.92 respectively in switching from region 1 to 3. In
switching from region 1 to 4, mx and my remain constant
while mz reveals an oscillatory behaviour between -0.36 and
0.36 and will settle to either 0.36 or -0.36 depending on the
exact timing at which the applied current is reset to zero.

z

yx

(1)

(2)

Fig. 13. Switching from region 1 to 2.
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Fig. 14. Switching from region 1 to 3.
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Fig. 15. Switching from region 1 to 4.

A similar situation exists when switching from region 4 to
1 and when switching between regions 2 and 3. To avoid this
problem, we propose a two-step write operation only when
we deal with these particular write cases while we use a one-
step operation in all other transitions. A two-step operation
in moving from region 1 to 4, for example, includes moving
from region 1 to 2 (or 3) as an intermediate region followed by
moving from regions 2 (or 3) to region 4. Out of a total of 16
write cases, there are only 4 cases that require two-step write
operations but there are also 4 cases that require no write when
the data to be written is the same as the data already stored in
the cell. As a result, the write time is equivalent to a one-step
write time. This should be compared against an average of 1.5
steps per case in the conventional MLC, resulting in a 33%
faster write operation. Note that even by applying a read-first
to the conventional case, it still has 1.25x average switching
time compared to the proposed cell.

Fig. 16. Components of magnetization vector and the voltage across the MTJ
for switching from region 1 to 2.

TABLE I. CURRENT AMPLITUDE TO SWITCH FROM ONE REGION TO

ANOTHER

From To Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 Region 4

Region 1 - I=100uA I=70uA I=30uA

Region 2 I=-150uA - I=-130uA I=-160uA

Region 3 I=-75uA I=-30uA - I=-95uA

Region 4 I=35uA I=120uA I=80uA -

V. AREA AND POWER COMPARISON

In this section we compare our proposed cell against the
previous work in terms of area and power.

In terms of area, if minimum size transistor is used as the
access transistor for both cases, the difference would be in the
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Fig. 17. Components of magnetization vector and the voltage across the MTJ
for switching from region 1 to 3.

Fig. 18. Components of magnetization vector and the voltage across the MTJ
for switching from region 1 to 4.

MTJs. In conventional MLC, two MTJs will be stacked on top
of the transistor, while in our case there is one biaxial MTJ to
be integrated with the transistor. Since the MTJs sit on top of
the CMOS, the area for both cases would be the same.

For write power consumption, while the conventional MLC
requires 60μA and 120μA for anti-parallel switching of MTJ1
and MTJ2 (with similar parameters as the proposed cell), it
requires 25μA and 50μA for the parallel switching, respec-
tively. This translates to the following switching currents for
P-P, AP-P, P-AP, and AP-AP switchings: 50μA, 60μA+50μA,
25μA+120μA, and 120μA. Assuming random and equiprob-
able transitions, this results in average switching current of
106.25μA. On the other hand, with the proposed cell and the
currents given in Table. I, and also considering some two-
step operations, the average current of 97.8μA is achieved.
Therefore the proposed cell achieves an 8% power saving in
addition to the 33% faster write operation compared to the
conventional MLC design.

VI. CONCLUSION

We propose an STT-MRAM along with biaxial MTJ to
store two bits/cell. We propose a new write operation based on
reading the bit first and then applying corresponding current
amplitude. This facilitates new STT-MRAM MLCs without
having to deal with limited voltage headroom, resulting in
faster and more power efficient operations on average. By

using current sensing rather than voltage sensing, equal sense
margin is achieved for all states of the cell.
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